
GRAND CANYON CLA 200
Combining the colors of the Grand Canyon's deep valleys with warm colors of natural wood, the Grand Canyon floor from the Aware Collection has

a truly authentic, rustic look with an ultra-soft feel. The rustic and warm nuances create an effortless natural atmosphere in any interior.

PRODUCT DETAILSPRODUCT DETAILS

Article NumberArticle Number LTAWAW1113

DimensionsDimensions 7 7/8 x 71 1/2 "

Weight per PackageWeight per Package 34.9 lbs

Area per PackageArea per Package 23.4 sqft

Area per palletArea per pallet 1121.2 sqft

ConstructionConstruction HDF Click

 DETAIL DESCRIPTION

The Aware Collection is a durable, bio-based,
natural luxury tiles floor, designed to withstand the
wear and tear of family-life as well as commercial
applications (usage class 33), all with the style,
beauty, and feel of a wood floor. Based on
reclaimed, recycled, and natural fibers, Aware also
offers a water resistant surface, elastic properties
for high comfort, and sound reducing properties
thanks to an integrated cork backing.

FACTSFACTS

DesignDesign Wood design

UseUse Commercial,
Residential

RangeRange Luxury Tiles

CollectionCollection Aware Collection

Floor heatingFloor heating Yes

WarrantyWarranty 30 years
residential/15
years commercial

ThicknessThickness 3/8"

Installation methodInstallation method Floating

TECHNICAL PROPERTIESTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

ApplicationApplication EN ISO
10874

CL 23/33

Emission of formaldehydeEmission of formaldehyde E1

Reaction ToReaction To
FireFire

EN13501-
1

Cfl-s1

FormaldehydeFormaldehyde
EmissionEmission

EN717-1 E1

ThermalThermal
ConductivityConductivity

EN12664 0.118 W/(m*K)

CARB2CARB2 Compliant

ResidualResidual
indentationindentation

EN ISO
24343-1

< 0.2 mm (*with
underlayment)

DimensionalDimensional
stabilitystability

EN ISO
23999

< 0.15 % (80
°C/6 h)

Slip resistanceSlip resistance EN 13893 DS

Slip resistanceSlip resistance DIN
51130

R10

StaticalStatical
electricalelectrical
propensitypropensity

EN 1815 < 2 kV
(antistatic)

Descriptions & Imagery

All samples, images and product description, plus photo and brochure specifications are there for the sole purpose of giving an approximate
idea of the items described in them. They shall not form part of the contract or have any contractual force and should be viewed for
illustrative purposes only. We cannot guarantee that your computer’s display or the quality of the print will accurately reflect the colour of the
products. Your product may vary slightly from the images within this literature.
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TECHNICAL PROPERTIESTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

ScratchScratch
resistanceresistance

EN16094 MSR-A2

ImpactImpact
soundsound
reductionreduction

EN ISO
10140

17 ∆Lw dB
(Integrated cork
underlayment)
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Other products in this collection

Serengeti CLA 200  Rocky CLA 200  Yellowstone CLA 200  Smoky CLA 200

Grand Canyon CLA 200  Kappadokien CLA 200  Bwindi CLA 200  Jasper CLA 200

Yosemite CLA 200
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